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SCIENTIFIC METADATA: BACK TO BASICS 
 
 
Benjamin L. Ruddell1
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Data distribution and access have become indispensable to the new informatics-based environmental 
science and engineering.  At the core of every good scientific information system is a good metadata 
system that is thorough enough to catalog all necessary details, simple enough for non-experts to 
use, and flexible enough to swallow all current and future varieties of data.  This presentation 
presents lessons on gleaned from recent informatics work involving FGDC, ISO, HDF, and other 
metadata formats from several federal and state agencies. Examples are presented on how current 
efforts suffer from numerous chronic problems: inadequate (and difficult-to-follow) content and 
vocabulary standards, daunting complexity, confused metadata packaging, and a reliance on 
encyclopedic and quickly outdated ontologies to translate contextually relative keywords and 
terminology.  By taking a closer look at how we as scientists locate the information we need about 
our datasets (and how most scientists provide access to our data), it becomes clear that simple 
textual descriptions are the most commonly used vehicle for the delivery of complicated 
descriptions, especially for data content and quality.  It could be well said that with metadata, “a 
paragraph is worth a thousand tags”.  Based on this experience it is argued that the best approach to 
a generalized, universal scientific metadata system goes back to the basics, utilizing only a minimal 
set of metadata fields that are easily usable, and an increased reliance on textual descriptions in 
which contextual information is most commonly rendered.  For specialized applications it is 
preferable to use API’s to automatically extract details directly from the dataset on demand, rather 
than placing the heavy burden of the full and accurate description on the user.  The alternative to this 
back-to-basics solution is an exhaustive “Tower of Babel” metadata system that will continue to 
face the complications of the current paradigm. 
 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Data distribution and access have become indispensable to the new informatics-based environmental 
science and engineering.  At the core of every good digital library for data publication is a good 
metadata system that is thorough enough to catalog all necessary details, simple enough for non-
experts to use, and flexible enough to swallow all current and future varieties of data. This paper 
provides a brief discussion of the rationale behind Digital Libraries for general scientific 
publication, a critical analysis of current metadata practices (especially the widely used FGDC and 
ISO standards) as applied to general scientific publication, and then concludes with a discussion of a 
simpler and possibly more effective approach. Our experience reveals that the current state of the 
practice in metadata is inadequate to support a digital library system for general community 
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metadata, and that FGDC and ISO are destined to fail as universal scientific metadata standards for 
digital publishing. A simpler “back to basics” approach to cataloging our scientific metadata is 
needed if average scientists and practitioners are going to be able to create and contribute their own 
metadata. The back to basics approach is modeled on the old card catalog library index, and is 
similar to existing publication-minimum metadata including Dublin Core. 
Over the past 18 months the University of Illinois Dept of Civil & Environmental 
Engineering (UIUC-CEE) has been engaged in an effort to create a prototype digital hydrologic 
observatory for the Illinois River Basin.  The thrust of this work has been the collection and 
reformatting of data and metadata into a uniform format that may be registered within the nascent 
CUAHSI HIS system, to evaluate both the adequacy of the HIS system and of the ISO 19115 
implementation.  The work involved collaboration with the San Diego Supercomputing Center 
(SDSC) on the construction of a digital library for general community data publication, and 
collaboration with Drexel University on the conversion of FGDC and other standards into ISO 
19115. This work has forced UIUC-CEE to reckon with the “warts and wrinkles” of the current state 
of the practice in metadata, as we attempted to convert many metadata files from multiple sources 
and standards into the ISO standard chosen by the HIS system.  Although the work was done in the 
context of CUAHSI and other collaboration, the opinions are solely those of the author, and are not 
representative of CUAHSI or any other organization. 
 
 
2.  THE NEED FOR DIGITAL LIBRARIES 
 
First it is important to explain why Digital Libraries (DL’s) are essential for the future of science, 
and why it is essential that the average scientist be able to contribute to these libraries. DL’s support 
digital publishing through 1) voluntary public-access user data self-registration via metadata, 2) 
search and retrieval of registered datasets, 3) providing a framework for citation and reference 
(publication), 4) providing a base of organized granular datasets on which higher-level integrative 
and ontological applications can be built, and 5) semi-permanent archiving of datasets. DL’s are not 
to be confused with Data Warehouses or Databases, which are tightly integrated, application-
specific data systems (the USGS NWIS system is a good example for contrast).  
In today’s world nearly all work is done digitally, and much of it involves datasets of some 
sort. In the government sector (USGS, EPA, NASA, USDA as good Federal examples), the 
publication of digital data is split three ways, with some of the most important data available in 
standardized forms from online libraries (such as the National Atlas) or databases (USGS NWIS 
again), most of it available on scattered program-specific websites, and most legacy data sitting on 
hard drives and tapes in various scientists’ offices. In the academic and private sectors, little data is 
published even in informal webpage-based libraries- most remains unpublished. Unfortunately, 
outside of agencies with strong data archiving programs, the majority of diverse data used for 
science is never published or archived, and is eventually lost to the world. The half-life of informal 
libraries and unpublished datasets is only a few years, with the potential for publication eventually 
lost entirely when the responsible individuals switch positions or retire.  
The other reason why digital publishing and archiving in DL’s is needed is to begin changing 
the scientific culture by providing a formal and accepted format for giving credit to data-gathering 
and data-processing efforts, not just the final product of a paper or scientific finding. This will 
change the reward structure and regularize the system of giving credit where credit is due for data 
efforts. If we want to begin to capture this rich volume of data and archive it for citation and future 
reuse, it is essential that the general scientific public has access to a digital publishing system that is 
easy enough for the average user to successfully navigate- specifically, that the metadata standards 
and system of search and organization are simple enough to navigate. 
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3.  THE PROBLEM WITH THE STATUS QUO 
 
3.1 TROUBLES ENCOUNTERED WHEN WORKING WITH THE STATUS QUO 
 
Our effort to collect and register datasets for the Illinois River Basin netted just under 5000 datasets 
from many collections and sources from the national to the individual scientist level, with varying 
degrees and qualities of metadata. Roughly 50% of our datasets originated from the major federal 
data agencies and featured standardized FGDC metadata, 25% from Illinois State and major NGO 
sources featuring quasi-standard FGDC (FGDC in appearance, but following inconsistent and 
idiosyncratic usage), and 25% from all sources not using FGDC. FGDC was by far the most 
common system used to represent metadata, with roughly 80% of our datasets featuring some form 
of FGDC. Other standards used included MIF (Metadata Information File), Dublin Core, ISO 
19115, and a variety of organization-specific standards and non-standards. Perl code was developed 
to apply translations between these sources and our “core” set of ISO 19115, along with a good deal 
of manual massaging for each subtype. The team also authored new metadata for several metadata-
lacking collections we felt were essential for our library, and for a volume of datasets that the 
Illinois team developed itself. A lot of HDF metadata was also encountered with regard to NASA 
EOS data sources, but this metadata was never converted to ISO 19115 because it was decided that 
EOS imagery was not a priority for the HIS system (NASA already maintains an excellent collection 
in the DAAC). The only type of metadata available for all datasets was textual description, found on 
websites and in reports, and imbedded in the FGDC descriptive fields. For legacy and scientist-
provided datasets, text is usually the only metadata available. 
The problem we encountered was that nearly all of the metadata files contained critical 
errors in core essential fields, effectively prohibiting the automated conversion and translation to our 
preferred standard. This problem was most acute where it would be expected, in academic and State 
datasets which were never subjected to a rigorous cataloging process. Surprisingly, even the FGDC 
metadata from the major federal agencies was usually flawed or incomplete- although the federal 
agencies did the best job overall of establishing uniform and complete usage of the standard, the 
usual outcome was a uniformly flawed collection of metadata. A representative example is the 
dataset collection published by the USDA NRCS’s Geospatial Gateway, which when downloaded 
features metadata only at the collection level, which omits names, keywords, and spatial bounds 
(and other less essential details) for the individual granular datasets. Critical details on granular data 
are only included in the filenames, or not at all. This and other similar problems could theoretically 
be fixed with a bit of work, since these datasets are managed by an active central database authority, 
but unfortunately other metadata sources are more fundamentally and permanently flawed, and more 
inconsistent and unpredictable in their errors. All in all, out of thousands of datasets’ metadata, we 
only found a handful of FGDC files which we could automatically convert without manual 
massaging, programming, and expert attention. In other words, this work demonstrates that, to date, 
existing metadata standards have failed spectacularly on their promise of allowing a DL system to 
automatically register and catalog datasets from diverse sources across the scientific community. 
We need to discover why most of the metadata files, although they were assembled with no 
small amount of effort and care by scientists and data professionals, still fundamentally flawed in 
ways that prevent their automatic conversion and registration in a DL. The answer to this question 
will allow us to avoid the same mistakes with future metadata systems. Firstly, the files are not 
flawed because of a dearth of metadata… in fact, with enough effort, we were able to repair, 
complete, and process all 5000 of our metadata files. This experience proves that an expert can 
typically, with work, sift through all the mis-formatted and misplaced fields, associated textual 
reports and websites, and documentation to repair the metadata. But it took a lot of work, and 
shouldn’t be necessary, especially for such a simple type of metadata registration. We will give 
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examples of several specific problems, which can be explained by two fundamental shortcomings 
with FGDC and other similar standards: one problem involves the keywords and ontologies used to 
organize datasets, and the other involves excessive complexity of metadata requirements.  
 
 
3.2  THE ONTOLOGICAL PROBLEM 
 
Ontologies and controlled vocabularies have been hailed by many in the informatics community as 
the solution to data organization troubles, and as a big step forward from older text-based searches. 
Based on the Illinois River Basin experience, it is my belief that ontologies are indeed very useful- 
but they are not appropriate for all metadata situations, especially for the organization of general 
digital libraries and data. It must be remembered that ontologies are for applications. They have 
been demonstrated to be very effective when used in the context of a specific application (example: 
the USGS NWIS system), where a narrowly-focused community of scientists can agree on a 
controlled vocabulary, share an exactly defined and unchanging purpose, and where some governing 
authority has the legitimate power to standardize and regulate the vocabulary’s keywords. When we 
leave these tightly controlled taxonomic environments and attempt to use ontologies to categorize 
the general body of science, we quickly realize that there are no linguistic or even conceptual 
standards on which the broader community agrees. 
Who is going to decide what is “key” for the description of the content of a dataset?  We 
have become accustomed to the use of keywords as search terms. However, the keyword approach 
has a severe limitation: it relies on a controlled vocabulary, and also on elaborate ontologies 
designed to translate between that vocabulary and other systems’ controlled vocabularies (CV).  
Keywords are therefore specific to an application and organization.  A good example of a controlled 
vocabulary is the USGS Geographic Names Information System (GNIS), which attempts to assign 
an official title to every location in the USA.  We have found that the state of Illinois does not prefer 
to use those names and codes for its geospatial data descriptions, because colloquial names are more 
useful and familiar to the investigators. Furthermore, there are multiple paradigms (paradigms are by 
definition fundamentally irreconcilable at a conceptual level) for the reference of geography: 
political boundaries, geographic coordinates, geological, biological or climatological regions, 
project-oriented, etc. There multiple conceptual paradigms because there is usually more than one 
way of looking at any situation.  
This is only natural… when we are describing our data, we are dealing with human 
language, which evolves continually and divergently for the needs of each micro-community and 
each application.  Scientific terminology is one of the fastest-changing and most contentious facets 
of all human language. Science is Taxonomy. Our language systems reflect our understanding of the 
natural world, with our chosen terms and words and names matching up with our conceptual 
categories. As our science and understanding improves, our language evolves. In this world of 
science, long-accepted categories are routinely overturned on the basis of improved understanding. 
A good example is the September 2006 expulsion of Pluto from the list of solar planets- a list which 
has remained constant since 1930. Pluto was expelled because the conceptual model (and therefore 
definition) of “planet” was shifted from a more arbitrary to a more physics-based model.  
This ontological problem is most acute when new scientific concepts are first being 
published- which is unfortunately the exact same time that scientists will want to digitally publish 
their data! It takes years- indeed, centuries- of debate before a scientific community settles into one 
preferred conceptual framework for their science. The process of settling on ontology is central to 
the scientific process- science doesn’t start with definitions, but rather ends when the definitions are 
settled. Even then, there will be other communities that choose to represent the same work from a 
different conceptual paradigm. Ontologies will always be, by definition, one step behind the natural 
evolution of the general scientific community’s language. Our digital publishing systems need to 
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explicitly recognize the nature of ontologies in the scientific process, and create a platform for 
ontological debate. Set ontologies are only appropriate for communities that have already agreed on 
their concepts and terms. At all costs, we must avoid building a system for general scientific usage 
that assumes an ontology- at best this will prevent scientists from using a system that forces them to 
shoehorn their research into someone else’s ontology, and at worst we will succeed in stifling 
scientific innovation with our diction. Remember Genesis Chapter 11… the tower of Babel was 
never finished, because the peoples’ language was confused. So it will always be with ontologies. 
The ontological problem raises an important question about the validity of the structure of 
FGDC, ISO and other similar standards for general data publication. These standards assume an 
ontological structure of organization, and descriptive classifying keywords are a mandatory element 
of the core metadata. I argue that to date, ontologies have not been demonstrated to be effective for 
the classification and organization of data and publications in the general scientific community. 
Realizing that we may be on shaky ground here, we should take a careful second look before 
building future information systems on the current ontological paradigm. The logical alternative 
solution is to do away with keywords and controlled search terms for the purposes of general 
scientific metadata, and instead develop a fluid, textually-based, natural-language system which is 
not doomed to an eternal struggle against the natural development of the language of science. The 
system would use a combination of web-style text searching and dynamic ranking (Google being an 
operative model) and new more advanced associative and contextual text mining (Roth 1999) to link 
publications to evolving concept categories. Such a system has the advantages of being instantly up-
to-date, flexible, and automatically evolving to match changing scientific language and usage.  
We need not abandon ontologies completely- library scientists and community authorities 
can endeavor to build their own ontological categories and indexes on top of the broader base of 
digital publications, for the benefit of specific scientific communities. However, recognizing that 
ontologies represent a higher-level conceptualization of our science, they should not be imposed on 
scientists as a condition of publication, nor should they form the basis of the first-tier search and 
retrieval system for publications (Figure 1). Until a global organization imposes a perfect scientific 
Newspeak to organize our communication (with the side effect of stifling scientific progress), this is 
the best we can pragmatically hope to do. 
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Figure 1: A proposed schematic for digital publishing that separates Ontological functions from 
registration and basic search functions. A data community or authority, perhaps an observatory, 
prescribes and maintains an ontological schema for the library, and API access to specific data types 
stored in the library. The library serves both basic publishing and higher-level purposes. 
 
 
3.3  THE COMPLEXITY PROBLEM 
 
Are the ISO and FGDC geospatial standards trying to be all things to all people (and all 
software)? “E Pluribus Unum?” It should be obvious that it is not possible to develop one detailed 
standard which can serve all present and future purposes. Despite the best intentions of the 
designers, these standards are complex and cumbersome to a fault. We have seen that for data 
related to the Illinois River Basin, most metadata files are critically flawed or incomplete in at least 
one core mandatory metadata field. It appears that in the effort to describe everything, the usual 
result is that none of it is done correctly. FGDC and ISO files are large and complex, and the 
meaning, importance, and content standards of individual tags are not self-explanatory. These 
standards invite errors. 
We have observed that most of the critical basic metadata, especially that on file formats, 
data content and quality, and temporal coverage, is usually provided in textual form rather than in 
the arcane and verbose structure provided by the FGDC.  In fact, most descriptive metadata is only 
available in textual report form. When it comes to geospatial projection and datum information, the 
typical metadata file is missing some (but not all) of the parameters.  The datum is the most common 
omission. Another common phenomenon occurs when a creator sees a vague tag such as ISO’s 
“topicCategory”, and feels compelled to fill it with something.  Furthermore, it is not clear (without 
a lot of digging into the standard’s schema, a fearsome task) what format a tag should be filled with.  
The worst offender is any tag for time information.  What is the proper format for that?  Is it 
YYYYMMDD or YYYYDDMM?  Even simple metadata fields like Authorship and Publisher are 
often confused with the various contributor, source, contact, curator, and provider contact 
information. In practice, the standards are not being followed. The lessons here are that optional and 
vague tags are an invitation for abuse via creative metadata entry, that the content description and 
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format for a tag should be self-explanatory and obvious, and that the tricky details of something like 
a geographic projection should not ever be something that the average user needs to enter, because 
that creates an opportunity for error. The most general trend in real-world metadata usage is that the 
best metadata source is the textual descriptions provided by scientists and that those descriptions are 
rarely translated into complete and correct FGDC metadata. 
The bottleneck is at the level of the creator of metadata, who is unable to accurately translate 
a description of the dataset into the right tags in the standard. This is true even of the average data 
professional who in charge of publishing an organization’s data- that professional does not have 
time to personally translate into precise, correct metadata the textual descriptions and flawed 
metadata provided by the scientists. For legacy datasets the data professional lacks even a starting 
point, and often cannot successfully build the metadata. In most cases where an organization has a 
rigorous quality control program in place, we find that their metadata is standardized and complete, 
but features uniform and systematic errors stemming from non-compliance with the standard or 
from some systematic omission of metadata. A good example of this type of error is the current 
USDA NRCS geospatial data gateway, which serves metadata at the collection level and not the 
granular data level- granular datasets lack their own metadata files, meaning that location keywords, 
spatial bounds, and dataset names are nowhere to be found. A user of this system needs to have 
some other “index key” to identify the granular datasets by name or location. The current system is 
too complex for users to utilize accurately, and isn’t being followed properly in practice. 
 
 
4. SOLUTION: GO BACK TO BASICS 
 
It is a regrettable but undeniable fact that the human creators of metadata, including most of the 
experts, have been miserable in practice at accurately following the FGDC standard. The average 
scientist provides metadata on content and quality textually, if at all, and does not accurately manage 
GIS or other file formatting tags. The bottom line here is that if the metadata is not being written in a 
way that can be automatically read and utilized for data integration purposes (it’s not), then we 
might as well go back to using simple textual descriptions and figure out another way to accomplish 
our data-integrative tasks. For general scientific metadata purposes, we need a standard that avoids 
the pitfalls of complexity and is self-explanatory and simple enough for the average scientific user, 
requiring only the bare minimum of metadata. This standard should also avoid the ontological 
problem entirely by eliminating classification according to keywords, or make keywords an optional 
extension.  
Given that the present system isn’t working, the only alternative is to put much more work 
into building tools to allow the average user to create complete and accurate metadata- and to put 
much more effort into enforcing their use and integration with everyday scientific methods. But 
nobody will voluntarily use such a system until it is completely developed, because only then will it 
deliver benefits. A simple textual standard, combined with basic digital library technology already in 
use, will provide immediate returns by allowing scientists to publish their datasets. Such a system 
can gain momentum through incremental change, and will form a good basis for future 
developments and expansions. This is a key point, and should not be missed. The World Wide Web 
wasn’t envisioned and born whole- it emerged because an extremely simple standard and 
infrastructure was put in place for the general public to use. Through many tiny, easy additions, it 
grew into the resource we know today. Given the importance of digital publication and archiving, 
we need to establish an accessible standard and infrastructure that will allow the process of 
incremental change to begin growing general science’s digital data archives.  
How do we, as scientists, locate the data we need?  We care about finding, at the very least, 
1) citation information (who do we credit?), 2) content and quality description (what is it, how was it 
made, from what sources, is it accurate enough, resolution?), 3) spatial and temporal coverage (is it 
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for the place & time I am interested in?), and 4) file format / GIS projection (can I use it with my 
existing software and data system?). Assuming that scientists describe content and quality textually, 
or not at all, #2 can be rolled into the textual description in the metadata file. This assumption is 
validated by observations and free of cost because at present there are few, if any, software systems 
that automatically utilize quality and content metadata (probably because it’s never been made 
available). Assuming that scientists don’t accurately handle GIS and data file format parameters, we 
relegate these complicated metadata sections to the internal metadata of dataset file formats. This is 
a safe assumption because many file formats already handle this metadata internally- and if they 
don’t, given the sorry state of FGDC metadata, the system won’t work anyway. It’s important that 
we put the details that only a computer needs to know in places that only the computer can access- 
and only a computer can mess up. 
The standard in Figure 2 is proposed as a starting point for community discussion. It is 
notably similar to other publication-minimum standards such as Dublin Core, and many 
organizations have been using something similar for their internal archives for many years. It makes 
sense to use it as a starting point, and as the minimum barrier to entry to digital publication. The 
average scientist can successfully meet this standard- in fact; we have been doing it for years. If you 
can write a report about your data, you can translate that report into this simple standard. It will still 
be important to have a tool that enforces XML tag format and structure, and that reminds users of 
the specific definitions of each tag. Time stamps will always remain a difficult problem because of 
the multiplicity of format and time zone standards, but if time is the only difficult item in a short list 
of metadata fields (rather than one difficult item out of many in the FGDC), we can hope that users 
and tools will have more attention for enforcing its quality. Spatial bounds are essential for finding 
data in the area or point of interest, and they can be specified using latitude and longitude, which is a 
truly universal geographic reference system. Perhaps time bounds could be standardized to GMT, 
following the example of spatial bounds’ normalization to Greenwich, England. 
 
 
<DataCitation> 
 <Author_text> 
 <Title_text> 
 <Publisher_text> 
 <PublicationYear_YYYY> 
<DataDescription> 
 <Description_text> 
<DataExtents> 
 <SpatialBounds> 
  <NorthBound_DecimalDegrees> 
  <SouthBound_DecimalDegrees> 
  <EastBound_DecimalDegrees> 
  <WestBound_DecimalDegrees> 
 <TemporalBounds> 
  <DataStartTime_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.XX> 
  <DataEndTime_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.XX> 
 
 
Figure 2: Proposed Back to Basics minimum compliance metadata standard for digital data 
Publication. It is a bare-minimum standard, where all quality and content description is rolled into a 
descriptive report. Note that tags contain a description of their own format. 
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An objection will be raised by those who have worked hard to craft these standards such that they 
would provide GIS metadata and parameters needed by software to make direct use of the files.  
Would it not be a step backward to strip these features out of metadata, so that my ArcGIS software 
cannot automatically store its parameters there?  I do not think so, for the reasons given above, and 
because I think we are suffering confusion between the roles of metadata and file formats / data 
models.  If we need to store data of a specific type and format for GIS modeling or some other 
specific software system, that is the rightful role for specialized file formats and data models.  But 
that information is mostly superfluous to the basic task of describing, cataloging and finding data, 
and has in practice hamstrung the creation of basic, useful metadata.  The solution is to rely on 
software and API’s to incorporate their own application-specific metadata into file formats 
automatically, sparing the user who just needs to catalog or find data. Others will object that a 
simple textual standard will cause the loss of additional metadata that might have been collected- but 
this objection is easily addressed by including that additional metadata in the description section, or 
as a separate file in the dataset. 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Unfortunately, real-world experience demonstrates that to date FGDC and ISO have failed as 
general metadata publishing standards because of excessive complexity. A more successful standard 
must be more accessible and simple than FGDC / ISO, and systems based on the standard must find 
a way to deliver full functionality without setting themselves up in opposition to the nature of 
human scientific language and description. Natural scientific language is expressed in the form of 
natural language text, and ontologies are not able to capture and classify scientific data from the 
broad community of general science.  
A “back to basics” approach adapted from the traditional card catalog index is proposed as 
an old solution to a new problem, and a starting point for community discussion. This approach is 
thorough enough to capture the essentials, flexible because it is based on natural text rather than 
ontologies, and simple enough for a non-expert to use accurately. A digital publishing architecture 
based on this standard allows ontological indexes and extended metadata to be built on top of the 
basic, accessible system, but ontologies and extended metadata are not required for basic data 
publication. This system keeps the bar low enough for the average scientist to successfully pass, 
encouraging digital publication and archiving for the masses, and allowing the process of 
incremental change and improvement to build the value of digital archives.  
The alternative is a continued massive investment toward the yet-unproven hope of building 
integrated tools and systems that accomplish metadata generation and automatic processing for the 
user. In the past, the scientific community has not been receptive to industrial-scale standardization 
schemes, and today is no exception. In my judgment it is better to create metadata systems that work 
with, rather than against human language and preferences, and to rely on the process of incremental 
improvement rather than attempting to build a monolithic “Tower of Babel” metadata world. 
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